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Letter to Editor
This gives me a great pleasure to express myself and to write for

such a great magazine so that the readers can benefit from my thinking
and be able to make a useful contribution. There is nothing better than
sharing your experience or thought with the scientific community.
During this process of expression and sharing one should not
undermine individual ability to contribute and its outcome and
usefulness should be left to the readers. Do not judge yourself let the
people judge you. Rejection of an idea is the beginning of an active
process for dynamic and constructive thinking. This is a historical fact
that great people who contributed to the society have thrown their
trash and the passersby who picked up a trash made useful discoveries.
An idea or noble thought is never wasted. Leave this to the people to
judge.

Trash of an intellectual is a treasure for others. It is not difficult to
find intellectual and useful ideas in the mids of plenty. One can never
judge that his or her theories or ideas is not the demand of time but
should be able to change the time and bring it to modern times.
Experience, objective thinking, and critical views help to generate
greater volume which can give birth to discoveries and progress in the
field of research. One can turn the tide from static to dynamic
thinking. This is a historical fact that people use to pick up the paper
trash of those people who were thought to be great and discovered
noble ideas and thought. One of the great man of the world said that
knowledge is like a lit candle which can light thousands of candle and
the light of his wisdom spread everywhere. One can never be the judge
of his own ideas unless you write and share with the people. There is
no better media of expression and sharing then writing in any journal.

One of the great English poet William wadsworth father persuaded
him to read,write and publish his thought and poetry. He paid special

attention to Milton, Skakerpeare and Spencer. Wadsworth made his
first Debut as writer in 1787 when he published “Sonnet” in The
European Magazine. After that he became known to the public and
earn fame.

Albert Einstein a great scientist spend time in research and his
friends persuaded him to write and therefore he wrote more then 300
scientific papers and 150 non-scientific work which ultimately earned
him fame and noble prize.

I would like to mention one name a great Pakistani scholar who
earned fourth tripos in mathematics, he was nominated for noble prize
but he declined and he was also offered knighthood which he also
declined. He educated people by writing and speaking through his
philosophical writings he asserted that that the science of religons was
essentially the science of collective evolution of mankind. He was very
much impressed by lectures and writing of Sir James Hopwood Jeans
and after attending his lectures his vision of science has changed and
brought a revolution in his thinking.

One should not undermine his own abilities and scientific
explorative ideas which may give birth to new ideas and discoveries.
One great thinker mentioned in his memoir that after thinking and
consolidating my ideas I remain restless and sleepless unless I write for
the people to read and judge. He further writes that the feeling is the
same as pregnant mother feels after successfully giving birth to a baby.

It is therefore very critical and appropriate for those who conceive
ideas to write and share with the people. Sometime people can benefit
earlier sometime it takes years to put the idea into reality. There is no
harm in writing but there is every harm in not writing. We only share
the noble ideas and take benefit from them by reading there articles
and by not writing is just like depriving the whole nation.
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